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Secure differently.


#1 Web Enterprise Software App in its class!


Better App for Better Security!


Free Open Source Security App!
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QR Code :: Mobile Bookmark












What is this? This is a QR Code: a machine-readable image-based code consisting of black (or any non-white
color like green in this case) and white squares. QR Codes are typically used for storing URLs and other
information for reading by smart devices like smart phones. When scanned by an appropriate app on your mobile
device, you are redirected to the embedded URL of this page. View this page with one device (desktop or another
mobile device), and then scan the QR Code with your mobile device. This makes it quicker and easier to browse
a page discovered on one device on your mobile device without manually entering the URL in the mobile device
browser address bar.


⚬ If you are using an Android phone, you can find a QR Code reading app at Google Play on your
device.


⚬ If you are using an iOS device (iPhone, iPad, etc.), you can find a QR Code reading app at
the Apple iTunes App Store on your device.


⚬ If you are using a Windows phone, you can find a QR Code reading app at the Microsoft Store
on your device.
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	PasswordSentry Recommends NETbilling
	PasswordSentry Now Integrates with WordPress
	Check Out Our PasswordSentry Free Webmaster Tools
	PasswordSentry Security Blog Returns
	PasswordSentry (PS) Version 8 (PS8) Released
	PasswordSentry Recommends Sitelok
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Improvement! PasswordSentry is a Better Idea!

Protecting 1000's of websites since 1999!



PasswordSentry (PS) is a website password protection enterprise software application
that monitors logins to detect and block password sharing. PS employs cutting edge technology
to block dictionary and brute force attacks: stop hackers from guessing passwords. Secure your website password
protection with PasswordSentry!


Free Open Source Website Security App

Our mission is to provide an open source website security app that is secure, private and free for users
around the world. PasswordSentry is FREE. Free to download, install, and use. No restrictions or limitations.






 Rated 9.29 out of 10 by our Clients!
 Average Client uses PS on 2.8 Sites!
 Average Client has been using PS for 8.0 years!
 83.82% of our Clients will use PS on more sites!

Updated Once Daily
Top 100 Clients 
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PasswordSentry packed with advanced features and functionality.




Easy to integrate in other apps to track logins using PS API.



Uses proprietary high precision GeoTrackingTM technology to detect and block password sharing.



Form-Based Authentication to block dictionary / brute force attacks via
AuthForm (AF) Plugin. 




Detect and block Proxy / VPN accesses via ProxyVPN (PVPN) Plugin.



Allow Single Sign-On (SSO) links between websites via InterLinking (IL) Plugin.





Monitor and throttle per-user bandwidth usage via BandwidthMonitor
(BM) Plugin.



Block user access by IP and/or Country.



Growing list of 
Integration Plugins.



Easy to install via the web-based installer app,
or request installation by our professionals via Jobber app
in the PS Client Area.



Web-based admin control panel (PS AdminCP) to administer
PS, and manage users.



Lifetime downloads on unlimited domains.
PasswordSentry is NOT an IP counter application. PasswordSentry counts unique logins using
geographical metrics. PS analyzes logins using PS::GeoTracking technology.
Each user is geographically profiled. Their exact location is derived from their IP address: City, Region, Country,
and Coordinates (Latitude and Longitude). User logins are then mapped, and the distance between logins analyzed for
any given user. If a login is mapped outside the acceptable radius threshold (measured in miles, and defined via
Control Panel Preferences), the user is suspended. This algorithm ensures that false positives (false suspensions)
and false negatives (failing to identify password sharing) are negligible.
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PasswordSentry packed with Testimonials from our clients!




See All Testimonials





















This script is awesome, together with the prompt and competent support at a competitive price i think its a musthave for every webmaster struggling with shared/hacked passwords. Besides this i dont know any script on the web with similar features that works and integrates so well. Thank you! 





John C

Read more . . .














Hi just to say thanks for a very good and easy to use program (ps) we have been using your software on 3 of our paysites for the past week and have already seen a big drop in bwdith usage. Plus the hours we spent manually tracking shared codes is now a thing of the past. Well done!
A very happy customer! 





Dino

Sol Digital Services

Read more . . .














I've been a longtime fan and customer of Password Sentry, since the early 2000s. It's very robust and protects download areas better than anything else I've seen. Dan provides world-class support and I have happily bought many Password Sentry licenses to protect download areas throughout my network of sites. The IP tracking, flexibility, accuracy and configuration options makes Password Sentry an absolute must-have for all webmasters with protected download areas. Best script I've used in over 15 years of fulltime being online. A My business is much better because of the peace of mind and logging and protection that PS provides.
Sincerely,
Ken Calhoun, President
TradeMastery.com
DaytradingUniversity.com 





Ken Calhoun

Daytrading University

Read more . . .














The XXXXXXXXX software we were using pales in comparison to PS! It was okay for stopping a password that had been posted to a "password site", but gave us none of the information needed to stop a "casual" password trader. With PS, we are now able to see full IP addresses, unlike XXXXXXXXX which only showed us the subnets associated with the passwords. This feature allowed us to shut off a password that had been used by one customer from a BellSouth (Southern United States) account and another logging in from Calgary(Canada)... within hours of each other! Also, because the software is on our server, it obeys the limits that we give it. Before converting to Password Sentry, we had lowered the subnet threshold on XXXXXXXXX from 8 to 6. A couple of days later, it shut off a password after 135 subnets were detected! Where was our protection?!?
To make ourselves look even MORE ignorant, we paid XXXXXXXXX $100 as a setup fee, AND $30 per month! Password Sentry was only $50!!! 





Daniel

Read more . . .














I've been using Password Sentry for a few weeks now. I purchased it without the brute force protection because I didn't want to have problems with my streaming video as I have had with every other password protection program I've used - and I was a little nervous about that. At least the people at Password Sentry tell you upfront the problems this can cause. None of the other companies I've used in the past ten yeras have. I have to say after using Pennywize, Private Eye, Proxy Pass and a few others, this has been by far the best investment I've ever made and it has been saving me money from day one by effectively controlling password sharing. Not only does the program stop it, but gives you the proof to show the 3rd party billing or credit card company which saves in chargebacks and refunds. It also gives you the info you need when you get the member who tries to tell you they haven't been able to access the site as you can look up the user name and email the customer their access log as proof. The live, realtime tracking is very useful to see how many users are logging on during certain periods of the day. Password Sentry installed the software on the sites for me without a hitch and answered my questions. It's also a very clean install without changes to config files or any code added to pages and it runs from my own servers. With the volume of business we do it's really been a huge help. In short, it's worth every penny. 





Hal Star

All Star Internet

Read more . . .














Very much needed, Thank You! 





Webmaster

Transbeauty

Read more . . .














This is really great. I absolutely love this program. I have tried so many others and I always ended up with a headache. Knowing what I know about the program and how well it functions, I can honestly say that it is under priced. It is worth alot more. Thanks! 





Mark Udvadia

Hardtek Inc

Read more . . .














I wanted to thank the support deparment for all there hard work helping me install PS.. Your support person went far above and beyond what was expected. He gave me suggestions on folder layouts and then helped me after I finished his recommendation. He helped me way into the early hours of the morning and now, my site is up and safe.. Again, I can't thank you enough. Your support alone was woth the money I paid for the script.. Should be a higher price if the kind of support I received is given by all..... Thanks again! 





Dan R

Read more . . .














Password Sentry is fantastic! It's multifaceted and easy to use. I could not have requested better customer support from Password Sentry's staff in tailoring it to my sites very specific needs. If a webmaster wants a great software program with customer service to match, Password Sentry is the ONLY way to go. 





Wes

Read more . . .














Last night my site processed a purchase made with a stolen credit card. Upon closer inspection we discovered that the purchase was made in the US but the logins were being made from a foreign country. Thanks to PS the login was blocked since the foreign country was already on the ban list. It was pleasing to see PS doing its job - many thanks! 





Rob

Read more . . .














AWESOME! I installed this script in about 15 minutes (that includes reading the directions)! The reporting features are awesome, the power is awesome, and the effect on my performance -- not to mention my bandwidth consumption -- AWESOME! I highly recommend this script!!! ($50 is cheap! I've been looking for something like this for a long time! I wouldn't have blinked at $99!) 





Jim Parks

Read more . . .














I ran across the link to this software while surfing for other websites to link to. As usual you think "oh hell" another software that claims to stop hackers. Well I read the info and then did the demo with Dan's help. I had been warned that my passwords to my site had been posted on the Net but didn't think anyone would get in. Well upon installation of Password Sentry we caught our first culprit in about 2 minutes. He had posted my link and his password on some site for passwords. I must say I am very impressed and Dan's help (at 2 in the morning) was a big plus. I will be launching 5 new sites in the next 2 months and you can bet your last dollar I will be using Password Sentry.
Thanks Dan 





Karl Kincheon

EbonyMomma Productions

Read more . . .














I only wish I had discovered Password Sentry years earlier! Even though I am a brand new customer at the time of writing this review, PS has already paid for itself in less than a week of ownership. Thanks to the real-time user tracking feature I have already noted several unauthorized login attempts to my website and instantly made the necessary changes to protect my business. Password Sentry support has been beyond amazing, and more than I could have hoped for these days. Seven days a week I know I can count on the PS team to respond to my needs, answer questions and point me in the right direction if I need a little guidance. Definitely one of the best security purchases I have ever made in the sixteen year life of my website! 





Webmaster

Katie's World

Read more . . .














Our company is a network of nearly 100 entertainment sites. We had serious problems with the trading password and attack. For a point, which costs us more than 300000 rubles per month. We have tried a number of applications, in order to defeat. They all worked to varying degrees, but no one has given us everything we need. PassWord Sentry did. This application meets all our needs, protects our desire, and saves us over 270000 ruble every month because we bought a license for all sites in 2012. Thanks, Dan! From one cold place to other, you deserve our respect and long-term loyalty. We will launch 11 new sites next month in 01/13. Every one will use the Sentry! 





Sergei M.

Read more . . .














Just had to send my congratulations on one outstanding piece of work. Sentry works flawlessly and shows lots of forethought and talent. After purchasing other crap, it is refreshing to find software that really does the job. Thanks !!! 





Ford M

Read more . . .














Dan has given me 110% support while installing this cheap but comprehensive script. It all seems to be running fine first time as well. Other scripts cost between $50 and $250 that offer what I have here.. and this script is installed by a guy with the patience of a saint for free as well.. what a real net bargain.. if you need these features, stop wasting time looking elsewhere... I already looked.. and this is what I returned too in the end (Jan 18th 2000). 





Shaun

Read more . . .














Password Sentry is a top-notch product that has performed flawlessly for us, and it's backed by outstanding customer service. We're presently using it on three membership sites with plans to add additional licenses in the future. 





Richard Novick

Competitive Hosting

Read more . . .














We require ALL websites that host with us to use Password Sentry. If a new client won't use Password Sentry, we will not host them - it's that simple.
It's the best anithack software you can find and the customer service is the BEST you can find. 





Sales Dept

Bummer Hosting Solutions

Read more . . .














Before trying the PW Sentry system, our website was under near constant attack from crackers, brute-force attacks were eating up a sizeable amount of our CPU-cycles and bandwidth, and a constant flow of accounts going 'rogue'... we actually had one account in use by over 50 unique individuals at one point! We tried a multitude of different scripts, both freebies' and commercial solutions, but none of them offered much in terms of protection and reporting capability (or customer support!), most of them relying on code that was outdated years ago and well known and subverted by the unscrupulous people who are constantly trying to steal content and bandwidth from us webmasters. But PW Sentry is different, offering a level of protection, alerting, and *action* that no other solution can provide to date; now, when a password-pair is released into the wild, PW Sentry shuts it down immediately, saving us untold amounts of bandwidth and aggravation. After switching our systems over to the PW Sentry system, our bandwidth bill dropped dramatically, easily making it the most cost-effective purchase we have made to date for the administration of our website, and the kind folks at Password Sentry have offered a level of customer support that is *unprecedented*, including amazingly quick response time to support inquiries, as well as free installations of the product, even in non-standard environments that required custom code modifications. The latest version of PW Sentry is state-of-the-art, bleeding edge protection that stops *all* brute-force attacks before they even start, and offers unhackable protection for your web-based endevours. Don't get ripped off any longer by the multitudes of crackers' that inhabit the underside of the web, PW Sentry is the only solution! 





~jame

Read more . . .














I am so thankful for this softwear program. It sure has cut down on alot of hackers. I have caught many! I new something was wrong before I got this when I would go into my awstats on my hosting sever and see were on member or more of my site would go through 2 to 3000 pages per day. Those were hackers!
Thank You 





Theresa

Read more . . .














Fantastic program! Feel confident that your members will not be giving away passwords. Email support is very quick and understandable. After researching several password protection programs I found that Password Sentry is the best one on the market. Thanks. 





Geoff

Read more . . .














I can not recommend a product any more highly than Password Sentry. We use the product on our pay sites with incredible success. There are many similar products on the market today - but none with the cost effectiveness that Password Sentry has afforded us. The product's performance is better than many programs costing thousands of dollars.
When our pay sites were falling victim to password traders - their product stemmed the loss of several thousands of dollars in lost revenue per month. Their product can be easily be managed by our in-house IT Staff - and was easily integrated into our proprietary statistical web management software.
Their Customer Service Department is much more responsive than any other Company that we have ever dealt with in the past. In this day and age when much is being made of Customer Support Centers, that only provide poor customer support at best, they were there to answer our questions and assist us.
If you purchase or lease any other password support software - you will truly be wasting your time and money. 





Chuck Wargo

Exclusive Media Group

Read more . . .














Kick ass, worked like a charm...
I honestly had run XXXXXXXXX in the past, but when I changed operating systems over from Sun Solaris x86 to Linux, they wanted to CHARGE me $125 to REINSTALL it, and it only removed users,it didn't give the options that your product has at 1/4 the cost of their system...
Thanks for your VERY quick response and VERY quick fix to my particular problem. I can see there will be more business coming your way, as I will spread the word...
Take care and thanks! 





Rick

Read more . . .














PS has been keeping my sites safe for years now, and this has been my best software purchase ever. 





Allan

Read more . . .














I was about to pay some guy to write a script like yours when I came across it today. looks like you saved me a lot of money. Hope we can do more business, you are the most effecient cgi guy I have dealt with and believe me we have dealt with a lot.
I finaly finished all the links today and boy am I impressed. Within 3 hours of setting it all up we booted out 2 people who had obviously used traded passwords. Then you wouldnt believe it but we got an email saying that our sister site had been hacked and that one of its login details had been posted on a password site. Our ISP had to disable the server because it was taking up almost a full one of there T-1s. So now I have just this instant ordered the programme for our other site. 





Pacifico Software Solutions Ltd

Read more . . .














Yoohoo! My hubby discovered Sentry over at GFY. We weren't sure at first since we were considering another similar solution. However, after a lot of email tag with you guys (thanks Dan!), we decided on Sentry. With over 500 members on my amateur site, had a real problem with people sharing passwords. With Sentry installed, not a problem any longer. Gonna have my gf's in my network to use or switch over to Sentry. Maybe I should become an affiliate :) Nah, my pleasure, and my thanks to Dan and everyone for Sentry. Hugs and kisses and ...thanks :) 





Samantha

Read more . . .














Daniel has always offered great and quick support. Password Sentry for me has been the best site protection I found to date. I use ProxyPass and was disappointed and I have had used Strongbox in the past. of which both fall short of where Password Sentry places the bar.






Paul Batterbury

Rotten Banana Media LTD

Read more . . .














I have used Password Sentry for 10 years. When we have a client who needs the best member area protection available, we install Password Sentry.
Password Sentry can be configured to do almost anything, The best part is that it works the way it's supposed to.
You will not get hacked if you use Password Sentry! 





Kent

Bummer Hosting Solutions

Read more . . .














Thanks. truly amazing. i was getting 1000's of illegal hits to my member area in the last few days on my harmless "non-" site. i generally could go to the trading sites and quickly find my site listed with the traded "passcode" and delete the username. for the 1st time (hours searching), i couldn't find anything! your program immediately picked up and suspended 3 different usernames! and the illegal entries stopped. 





Ken

Read more . . .














You have been extremely responsive and helpful - above and beyond the call of duty. I've been on the internet doing business and dealing with a wide variety of companies, and your customer support is awesome. So many companies suck in that department and act like they could care less once they get your money. I wish everyone were like you, Dan!
Thanks! 





Debbie

Read more . . .














WOW. In the first day of operation, Password Sentry detected four people who had MY password, a server level access! Rest assured, I won't use the same username and pass for web access that I use for server access again!
It also caught a username/pass that was posted on a password trading site, and shut it down. Effortlessly.
Your software WORKS, which is FAR more than I can say for some that I have tried. Call me a happy customer, and feel free to put my comments on your website for advertising purposes. 





Mike

Read more . . .














Once again, I just want to say thanks for the script. I installed it last night, went to bed, and now I woke up to 6 new bad accounts. Thats with the multiple IP's set to 20! I have a member base of around 3000 and had no idea how many of my members were sharing their passwords. These are not even password sites right now... thats why I set the multiple IP's so high. Your script has paid itself off in under 24 hours!
Thanks for an affordable solution to an expensive problem. 





Jason H

Read more . . .














Password Sentry not only provides a great product but the customer service is SUPERB. Talk about customer service that goes above and beyond expectations! 





John

Dj Resource Online

Read more . . .














Password Sentry AWESOME!
As a professional web designer i have had the opportunity to work with a variety of programs designed to make web site security simple and reliable. I have NEVER seen a product as versitile and reliable as Sentry.
For Over 4 uears i have trusted site security to this invaluable tool, both for my own sites and my clients.
Being involved in the Web Site Community, stolen or traded passwords account for nearly ALL lost revenues (both potential and real). Using Password Sentry combined with Protect has 100% effectively stopped password traders and site hackers dead in their tracks, while providing the
neccessary information to track the culprits and take the neccessary steps to ensure that they'll not be back!
And lets not talk about support!!! You guyz have come thru from day 1!!!
Amazing!!!
If you've looked for a solid tool to protect your sites assets, look no further!!!! I 100% whole heartedly recomend and endorse this product for anyone who is serious about site security!!! 





Kevin Jeffery

Read more . . .














The script kicks ass though. I really like it. I looked at several others but wasn't too impressed. Of course the price was a huge consideration for me too. Thanks for doing such a kick ass script for such a good price! 





Eric

Read more . . .














I am an US-based real estate agent who runs a Wordpress blog that provides professional advice to home sellers and home buyers. It is a pay-to-use blog that requires users to purchase access. I started to suspect that some users were sharing their access credentials with others, allowing them to view my columns and advice for free. Potential huge hit to my pocketbook.
I looked around for a solution. Not a software pro, but I found a few possible solutions. Three or four, including this one. I contacted each one. None seemed capable of being applied to my Wordpress site. One did, but they were going to charge an incredible amount to money to do it. Finally I spoke to someone with Sentry, and they assured me that their software could be "integrated" into Wordpress. And get this - for no charge.
Well, they did it. They had a Wordpress plugin that I plugged into Wordpress. Now I can see how my users are checking in. I have already caught a bunch of users who were sharing their access! I think... I know that this software has already paid for itself. Thanks again!!! Now I more focused on educating and helping my members! I like it, my members like it (even if they do not know why)!
Rob






Robert Anderson

Expert Real Estate Advice

Read more . . .














You are wonderful. You make me feel the best thing I did relative to this cgi script is buy it from you. Your service is quick, its polite and extensive. Please quote me if you would like. 





Philip Shaddock

Read more . . .














Just wanted to let you know the updated version of PS is AWESOME!
Last night, I had an attempted dictionary attack. Since I using script-based, the would-be hacker never even got to send a username and password...the logs showed six attempts (all within the same second) that returned a "script called incorrectly" error and BOOM.....IP address suspended.
Give him an E for effort....he was back on a new IP address within 3 minutes (I know it was the same person because only the last block of the IP address had changed) and tried again. Same thing....attack began and attack thwarted, all in the SAME SECOND!
It just doesn't get any better than that! All but two my clients with password-protected membership areas are using Sentry now, and if they don't sign up for it soon, I'm going to increase their hosting fee. I've bundled it with my Pro plan, and think I'm going to go ahead and bundle it with my Budget plan as well, and just make it mandatory for new clients.
BTW, I love the ability to do the user lookup by more than/less than/ x IP's....makes life so much simpler cleaning up the IP logs, just do a search for all users with more than 1 IP and clean 'em out! The new login log is a great addition as well!
I noted with interest you plan to have a new version soon that among things, will permit bookmarking....that's great too....although I probably won't implement it here, those webmasters using server-based authentication will probably appreciate it! Overall a very solid product that just keeps getting better and better! 





Mike

Read more . . .










Click on any Testimonial snippet to see the full Testimonial.
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Exception




This feature does not apply if you are using PasswordSentry in Integration Mode. In this mode, the
app which PasswordSentry is integrated, handles authentication. As a consequence, AuthForm (AF) Plugin and
Interlinking (IL) Plugin cannot (at least at this time) be utilized.
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About Our Cookies




We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website, personalize your experience, show ads based on your location,
and for analytics to analyze our traffic. We make no attempt to retrieve and store your personal information, or store information on your device.
All cookies are session cookies which automatically expire once you log off or close your browser. By using our website, you agree to our use of cookies.
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